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Nature-Based Solutions
for coastal communities

“Communities that invest in nature-based approaches to reducing 
disaster risk can save money, lives, and property in the long-term AND 
improve quality of life in the short term.”  FEMA 

LIVING SHORELINES ARE PART OF THE SOLUTION

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shoreline managers in Virginia and other coastal states are now part of a movement to increase the use of nature-based solutions to make coastal communities more resilient to the effects of climate change and sea level rise. It is now well understood and accepted based on a growing body of evidence that living shorelines are part of the solution.   In Virginia, living shorelines are featured prominently in the coastal resilience master plan, Chesapeake Bay water quality improvement goals, and shoreline stabilization policies.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The adverse effects of extensive armoring along the shoreline with bulkheads and revetments have been well studied.  The benefits of living shoreline approaches that emphasize the use of natural habitats are also gaining a better understanding through research.  These scientific findings have led to changes in shoreline laws and policies around the nation to incentivize and support more widespread use of living shorelines to solve erosion problems.



2021 Virginia Tidal Wetlands Guidelines
Virginia Marine Resources Commission

“….ensure protection of shorelines and sensitive coastal habitats from 
sea level rise and coastal hazards…”

“….only living shoreline approaches…are allowed unless best available 
science shows that a living shoreline approach is not suitable.”

“Properly designed and constructed living shorelines are vital to 
address coastal resiliency, shoreline stabilization, and tidal wetlands 
sustainability in response to sea level rise.”

mrc.virginia.gov/Regulations/Final-Wetlands-Guidelines-Update_05-26-2021.pdf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Virginia’s tidal wetlands guidelines were updated this year by the VA Marine Resources Commission. These new guidelines raise the standards and requirements for living shoreline approaches in Virginia.  Only living shoreline approaches are allowed unless best available science shows that such approaches are not suitable.  These new guidelines also recognize that properly designed and constructed living shorelines are vital to address coastal resiliency concerns.  Similar changes were adopted for the Chesapeake Bay Preservation Act in Virginia.  These new shoreline laws and policies will be featured in the next webinar on August 25.

https://mrc.virginia.gov/Regulations/Final-Wetlands-Guidelines-Update_05-26-2021.pdf


10 sites 

Middle Peninsula region

Gloucester & Mathews County

Rural residential (8) 

Public lands (2)

Natural Marsh 
Living Shoreline Pairs

5-yr study
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Presentation Notes
There are several different types of living shoreline approaches.  Only one of these was the focus of the 5-yr study and that is the use of marsh sills with natural and planted salt marshes behind them.  This map shows where 10 sites in the 5-yr study are located in the Middle Peninsula region of Virginia in Gloucester and Mathews County.  These rural areas surrounding Mobjack Bay and the York River are ecologically rich areas within the Chesapeake Bay estuary.   8 of the living shoreline projects are on residential properties.   2 are located on public lands.  



3 sites 

City of Hampton & Norfolk

Urban residential

Natural Marsh 
Living Shoreline Pairs

5-yr study

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This map shows the 3 urban living shoreline sites in the Cities of Hampton and Norfolk.  You can see how different this context is around the body of water called Hampton Roads, home to a large US navy base, industrial sites, and the Port of Virginia.  All 3 of the urban living shoreline sites are residential properties on the Hampton River and the Lafayette River in Norfolk.  



ShoreScape Settings

10 rural sites
Large public & residential parcels 

with natural surroundings

3 urban sites
Not intensely developed

Lafayette River location has many natural features

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All 10 of the Middle Peninsula sites are large public and residential parcels with natural surroundings dominating the landscape.  This was measured by looking at the land uses within a 1 km circle centered on the living shoreline site.  Although they are surrounded by dense urbanization, the 3 urban site settings are not intensely developed.  Another observation was the relative absence of shoreline trees, these are not forested shorelines.  Only one of the sites had a forested shoreline adjacent to the project.  Most of the sites had just a few scattered trees or none at all.  



Erosion Problems Solved
Upland Bank erosion Marsh erosion Failing bulkhead

R. Martin

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I personally visited 6 of the 13 sites before and after.  I visually inspected field photos and permit records for the rest.  My perspective is different from the marsh ecologists.  The first thing I look for is shoreline erosion.  Is the living shoreline approach solving the original erosion problem?  Active erosion was happening at all 13 sites either at the upland bank or a natural marsh was disappearing.  A failing bulkhead in one case was replaced with a living shoreline marsh.  All 13 sites now appear to be relatively stable with no apparent evidence of active erosion. 20 major storms have happened in coastal Virginia since these projects were installed. 2 projects have been resilient through them all, and 7 projects have been through 14 major storm events. 



Living Shoreline Project Length

Total Project Length 
175 – 1,020 linear feet
Average 335 linear feet

Smaller study areas within project

LS13 LS5
LS4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All 13 projects are fairly large-scale living shorelines, including the 3 urban sites.  The total project lengths ranged from 175 ft to 1000 linear feet, with an average length of 335 linear feet.  The ecology study areas were limited to smaller sections within these large project areas.  



Natural + Planted Tidal Salt Marshes

LS4

All sites had natural marshes in vicinity 

Some had natural marsh in project area 
with eroding edge

Coarse sand fill required for water quality 
protection & navigation concerns

Spartina alterniflora & Spartina patens
Nursery-grown stock planted in rows

Regularly flooded marsh (Low)
Irregularly flooded marsh (High)

Invasive Phragmites australis at one site 
controlled by property owner 

S. alterniflora

S. patens

LS2

LS3
Before

After

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All 13 LS have tidal salt marshes.  There were no low salinity or freshwater marshes, although there are living shorelines elsewhere now with freshwater marshes. Many of the sites had natural salt marshes very close by or even within the project area before the living shoreline was installed, like the example on the left. In situations like this, the existing marsh plants can expand into adjacent planted areas to help jumpstart marsh establishment and make connections between marsh patches.    Robert mentioned that one of the noticeable differences between the natural marshes and living shorelines were the soils.  The soil fertility and carbon content was lower in the living shorelines, which may be affecting marsh ecology, especially ribbed mussel survival.  Yet coarse sand fill is required by the regulatory agencies to minimize adverse turbidity effects from finer-grained material with a higher organic content.  Coarse sand is also heavier so it is less likely to move away from the placement area. All of the planted projects used only 2 foundation tidal marsh grasses, including Spartina alterniflora and Spartina patens.  These  common marsh grasses are available from wetland plant nurseries and they grow and spread quickly.  One is planted in the lower marsh elevations where tidal flooding happens daily.  The other is planted where the marsh is only flooded occasionally.   Additional marsh plants may appear over time from local seed sources.  For these particular living shorelines ranging from 2-16 yrs old, there was still mostly sp. Alt in low marshes, with very little black needlerush.  The high marshes also continue to be dominated by Sp patens. None of the 13 LS sites were noticeably impacted by the invasive marsh plant common reed Phragmites australis.  Phragmites was actively managed by at least one of the property owners that we know of.  



Living Shoreline Tidal Marsh Width

Distance for wave attenuation
High marsh irregularly flooded

+
Low marsh flooded daily

LS2

Low Marsh
High Marsh

Total Marsh Width 
Range  11 - 47 ft   Average 23 ft

LS11

Low 
Marsh

High 
Marsh

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Marsh width is an important factor for wave attenuation to reduce erosion.  Wider marshes have a greater distance for incoming waves and provide rough surfaces that reduces wave energy.  Living shoreline tidal marshes are usually designed to have gently sloped elevation gradients toward the upland that contributes to reducing the force of waves as they runup onto the shoreline.  In the comparison study, the range of marsh widths was 11 to 47 feet, with an average of 23 feet wide.  This does not include the salt bush zone which also provides protection and wave reduction, especially from extreme high tides and storm surge flooding.   All 13 living shoreline marshes had both low and high marsh zones.  The average width of the low and high marshes was 12 feet each.  Meanwhile, some of the natural marshes only had low marsh, because they are getting narrower as they retreat landward and encounter slope or structural barriers.



Plant Stem Density & Height

LS04 LS02

P. Dye

Stem density & height affects:
Wave attenuation
Sediment capture
Belowground biomass for stability
Nitrogen removal
Carbon storage
Ribbed mussel survival

Fairly high plant density 
at all 13 

living shoreline marshes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to marsh width, the number of marsh plant stems, or stem density, is important for wave attenuation, sediment accretion, nitrogen removal, carbon storage and ribbed mussels in the low marsh.  Robert explained the positive stabilization feedback loop between mussels and marsh grasses (help grasses grow, remove additional nitrogen, stabilization feedback loop).  The plant stem density was high at all of the living shoreline marshes in the comparison study.  Taller plants can attenuate higher tides until the plants are completely under water. Little wave attenuation occurs after plants are submerged under water.



Sills & Waves

Primary purposes: reduce wave energy 
& contain sand fill

Sills must be able to withstand 
expected waves & extreme storms

Stone sizes are determined by fetch & 
wave climate 

Sill height is determined by tidal range 

Sill width is determined by level of 
protection needed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s look at the living shoreline sill structures.  Reduction of wave energy along the marsh edge & containing sand fill are the primary functions of marsh sills. Marsh sills are usually constructed where the wave heights are too great for either planted or natural marshes to persist on their own. Sills are designed to withstand the expected waves and storms where they are located.  The stone size varies with smaller stones used in low energy settings and larger rocks where the fetch, or distance across the water, generates larger waves.  The collective weight and arrangement in a trapezoidal shape helps prevent the stones from moving or becoming dislodged from the line.  Sill height and width are based on the local tide range, or the vertical difference between low and high tides, and by the level of protection that’s needed.  One living shoreline design challenge is determining what size sills need to be to protect healthy tidal marshes from erosion without significant adverse effects.  This is a non-native habitat for the Chesapeake Bay estuary.  Placement along the marsh edge interferes with numerous processes, and buries the benthic habitat underneath. Living shoreline sills need to be tall enough to knock down local waves, without also blocking tidal flow in and out of the marsh, or restricting access to the marsh for fish, crabs, birds and other wildlife.  So what about the 13 sills in the comparison study? It was pleasantly surprising to find out how well the tidal marshes appear to be functioning in spite of the sills.  Let’s take a closer look at some of the design parameters that might help explain this positive outcome.  



Sill Height

Light color rocks < 1ft at top of sills at all 13 sites
6 sites mostly dark rocks

Tide range ~2.5 feet at all sites 
except 1 (1.25 ft)

Lighter color rocks remain above 
water level most of the time

Darker rocks are submerged 
often

LS03 LS13

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The tide range was about 2.5 feet at all but one of the 13 sites.  The example on the left illustrates how sills might appear very tall during low tides, but actually may be mostly underwater during high tides. This was estimated by looking at the color of the rocks.  Lighter colored rocks generally remain dry at high tides while darker rocks are more frequently submerged under water.  The 5-yr study measured the height of the lighter colored rocks along the top of the sills to estimate how many of them exceeded or were below regular high tides.  For all 13 living shoreline sills, this height was less than 1 foot.  Six of them had very small sections of lighter colored rock, like the example on the right where the sill height was increased at a pocket beach area.  There was no attempt to measure the sill height in relation to an official tidal benchmark.  The current benchmarks are outdated and do not reflect actual water levels anymore.  In fact, the photo on the left suggests that regular high tides seem to be occurring above the local tide range of 2.5 feet.  This is consistent with tide gauge data that shows an increased frequency of extreme high tides.  



Sills & Tidal Inundation

Low Tide High TideMid Tide

Tidal marsh must drain 
completely during low tide

Rising & falling tides 
move through rocks

High tides may overtop sills

LS7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tidal inundation is an important physical process for natural tidal marshes.  The daily rhythm of the tides is what makes salt marshes such unique and diverse habitats.  Many ecological processes in tidal marshes depend on flooding, or inundation, including sediment accretion that helps the marsh keep pace with sea level rise.  But tidal marshes must also drain completely during low tides.  The marsh plants must be exposed during this part of the tide cycle because they cannot survive in permanently flooded saltwater.  Water levels and duration were photographed in time lapse series for the comparison study.  The time lapse photos like these examples show that the sills still allow water movement in both directions through spaces between the rocks.  The plant stem density and relative health and vigor of the plants also suggests that tidal flood and drainage patterns are similar to natural marshes. 



Sill Openings

Canoe-Kayak Launch

Openings at each end of sills
Between sections 

At piers
For recreation access

Stormwater outfalls 

LS2

LS3

LS9

LS1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sill openings or gaps in the sill are a design technique to allow the tides to flood and completely drain off living shoreline tidal marshes.  Sill openings are required by regulatory agencies in Virginia and elsewhere to provide access for fish and wildlife of all ages and sizes into and out of the marshes. The results that Amanda & Robert presented suggest that fish, crabs and terrapins are not completely denied access to the marsh in spite of the sills located along the marsh edges. Most living shoreline sills have openings at both ends and sometimes along the length of the project also.  Sill openings also help property owners co-exist with living shorelines by allowing for water access and other customary waterfront uses.  Sill gaps are often placed where piers are located.  Openings are also designed for recreation access or launching canoes and kayaks.  Placing sill openings at stormwater outfalls is also done, but none of the sites in this study had openings specifically designed for this.Relatively wide gaps like these examples also allow erosive wave energy to come into the living shoreline marshes.  Notice how the marsh areas are curved inward behind these openings.    



Overlapping – Curved – Narrow Sill Openings

Less wave energy within tidal marsh with smaller openings

More study needed on sill openings 
and 

effects on hydrodynamics & ecology

LS5

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To address this problem, sill openings are also designed to be overlapping or narrow, or with curved ends to deflect wave action.  Lower sill heights called windows are also used to limit the amount of erosion inside the marshes.  More study is still needed on sill openings and their effects on hydrodynamics and ecology inside and outside of the sills.  



Sill Attachment & Refuge Habitat

Attachment surfaces for 
oysters, ribbed mussels, 

barnacles

Mostly up to mid-tide level

Protected refuge 
between stones

~ Mid-Tide

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Robert explained how ribbed mussels were more abundant on the sills than in the living shoreline marshes.  Oysters, mussels and barnacles were attached to sill rocks, but only up to about the mid-tide level. The spaces between the rocks in particular are where many oysters, mussels and other animals were found like this crab.  These sheltered spaces offer protection from predators, exposure to sunlight, and temperature fluctuations.Very few oysters were found in the living shoreline marshes because there were too many plants and not enough hard substrate, Oysters found in the marshes were only attached to ribbed mussels.  



Functionally Equivalent Living Shorelines with Marsh Sills
within natural marsh – living shoreline pairs

SETTING 
Surrounding landscape includes natural features

PLANTS
Wide marshes avg > 20 feet with Low + High Marsh
Dense plant stems & below ground biomass for sediment capture/marsh 
accretion + wave attenuation

SILLS
Tidal flow through rocks
Sill heights <1 feet above high water levels
Sill openings at ends &/or gaps in the middle
Spaces between rocks below mid-tide for habitat

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what did all of the living shorelines in this study have in common that made them functionally equivalent to their paired natural marshes?  The surrounding landscape setting at all 13 sites included natural features, such as other tidal marshes, including the 3 urban settings.  All of the living shorelines had marshes averaging 20 feet wide, with both high and low marsh vegetation zones.  All of these marshes also had fairly high plant stem densities that contribute to erosion protection, sediment capture and marsh accretion to help the marshes keep pace with sea level rise.Some of the sills were large and tall, but all of them had less than 1 foot of dry, lighter colored stone above the high water levels.  They all allowed tidal inundation and drainage of the marshes and openings to facilitate tidal flows and marsh access for fish and wildlife.  The spaces between the rocks also provide refuge habitat.  



Dynamic Living Shoreline Design
Minimize Wave Energy 

Wide tidal marshes
Wave attenuation structures that allow tidal inundation & sedimentation 

Maximize Sediment Accretion 
Dense plants in clusters + ribbed mussels

Provide Retreat Pathway 
Grade bank for suitable slopes wherever possible
Reserve adjacent upland spaces with compatible land uses  

Maintenance Interventions 
Reserve access for future thin-layer fill additions & raise sill height

M. Mitchell & D. Bilkovic 2019 Embracing dynamic design for climate-resilient living shorelines. 
Journal of Applied Ecology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What about the future of these living shoreline marshes? VIMS scientists Molly Mitchell and Donna Bilkovic published a paper that outlines more about dynamic designs for climate-resilient living shorelines.  Their recommendations include some of the same design features observed in the 13 studied sites.  Minimize wave energy with wide marshes and structures that still allow for tidal inundation and sedimentation.  Maximize sediment accretion with dense plants and changing the planting strategy from rows to clusters to facilitate ribbed mussel recruitment.  Provide a retreat pathway for both low and high marshes into the upland by grading the bank for suitable slopes and reserving upland spaces with compatible land uses wherever possible.  Where these measures are not possible, include plans in the design for future maintenance interventions such as thin-layer fill additions or maybe raising the sill height as water levels continue to rise.  



Shoreline Management & Living Shoreline Design Implications
SUMMARY

 Protect all remaining tidal wetlands in present & future locations

 Living shorelines are now the default approach for stabilization in Virginia

 Proven effectiveness in both rural and urban settings

 Effective marsh sill living shorelines have dynamic features working together

 Anticipate landward migration & maintenance interventions for resilient shorelines

 More studies needed to improve understanding of design features

 Community effort to advocate & watch shorelines over time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To summarize, it is more important now than ever to protect all remaining tidal wetlands, not only where they occur today but where they are likely going to be in the future.  Living shoreline approaches for erosion stabilization are now the default approach in Virginia. More scientific evidence shows that living shorelines can reduce erosion in both rural and urban settings, while also providing multiple benefits similar to natural marshes.  We also know that created living shorelines perform well where the landscape has natural tidal marshes in the vicinity. Effective marsh sill-type living shorelines are successful because of several dynamic features working in combination. In order for living shoreline marshes to persist in the future, we must anticipate both present and future water levels and habitat migration.  Yet more studies are needed to increase our understanding of how these features should be designed.  Good suggestions came today.  The entire shoreline management community has a role in understanding and influencing others about the benefits of tidal wetlands & living shorelines, and also watching and sharing how shorelines are doing over time.  



Questions?

Contact Information

Karen Duhring
karend@vims.edu
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